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PREMIUM

CAR CARE PRODUCTS
Legendary Aussie products delivering spectacular results.
Our family has a deep passion and a lifetime of experience in caring for
our collection of iconic Australian race and sports cars. Over 16 years
ago, this passion led us to develop a range of high quality car care
products that actually worked the way we wanted them to. Working
with some of Australia’s top chemical engineers, our formulas were
perfected through careful trial and error. The end result is a range of
unique and special products that are both safe for long term use and
give stunning results.
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Being big believers in Australian manufacturing, we are proud to offer
something different from the imported car care ranges that seriously
grind our gears as they send all their profits back overseas. We invest
our money within our great nation, using
local bottle and label makers, manufacturers,
chemical suppliers, fillers, box makers,
printers, designers, chemists and numerous
other diverse local businesses to keep our
LY
R
AUST
bottled products as Australian as possible.

OUR DESIRE TO MAKE THE BEST

EVEN BETTER

We are unique in the car care world, where we actually develop the car
care products on the loved beasts in our shed. Our Mustangs, Cobras,
mighty Lions and Falcons are all part of this intensive testing regime.
It’s why we can create such great products that work brilliantly on all
types of cars and finishes, from original unrestored single stage paints,
to the latest modern clear coat finishes.
In our new product guide, you’ll see the fruits from our last few years
of testing and development, with many new and updated products in
the range. All using the very latest cutting edge formulas to make
the products work faster, easier and give better results than what
many would believe possible from a bunch of car fanatics working in a
(bigger than normal) backyard shed in Queensland.

With a strong focus on quality, brilliant results, ease of use, being
Aussie-made and environmentally friendly; we know that our products
are something that all enthusiasts can be proud to use on their pride
and joys. We are setting a new standard with what people can expect
from their car care. Giving personal input to our custom formulas,
we proudly stand behind each and every product that bears our
family name. We know that you will love using Bowden’s Own products
on your favourite 2 or 4 wheeled friend.
Love your car.

Dan Bowden
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OUR SAFE WASHING SYSTEM
CHANGE THE WAY YOU WASH YOUR CAR

The simple act of washing is where we found the most damage was
occurring to car paint; with swirls and micro scratches appearing from
a combination of bad washing techniques and unsuitable products. This
is why we have created a modern wash system to dramatically minimise
the risk of ever scratching your car again.

STEP ONE

PRE WASH FOAM
A fast and fun touchless pre
wash, to loosen heavier dirt and
grime. A very important step for
scratch and swirl free washing.
PAGE 6 / 7

STEP TWO
HAND WASH

Pamper your car with
lubricating, high suds washes,
gentle microfibre tools and
a system of wash and rinse
buckets with grit guards.
WASH TOOLS – PAGE 33 / 34
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WASHES – PAGE 10
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FAST AND EASY
DRYING
Using a super absorbent and
plush drying towel with our
versatile Boss Gloss as the
drying aid to help further
lubricate and make water
evaporate faster and easier.
PAGE 18 AND 33
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SAFE WASHING
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SNOW BLOW CANNON

SNOW JOB

The safest way to wash new and delicate paint! Snow foaming is a
pre-wash system that dramatically reduces swirl marks and micro
scratches when washing. This is why it’s become so popular with
professional detailers and hardcore enthusiasts before hand washing
their much loved cars. This advanced design cannon creates mega
foaming action when hooked up to your pressure washer with high
quality screw in components, so it won’t blow apart or leak. With its
unique stubby bottle, it won’t tip over when placed on the ground, plus
the bottle is marked up for easy filling with the correct Snow Job foam
solution. With an adjustable spray nozzle and air adjustment you have
all the control you will need for that perfect wash. Hook it up to your
pressure washer with the right adapter – Turn the page to choose the
adapter for your Snow Blow Cannon.

The Snow Job foam wash was custom created to work with the Snow
Blow Cannon to make the best snow foam on the planet. A super thick
foaming pre-wash that deep cleans oils, road grime and removes
heavier scratching grit and dirt before you hand wash your car. It can
be a 1 step touch-less wash for dust, traffic grime and sea spray. pH
balanced formula so it can be used regularly and won’t affect quality
waxes, sealants or paint protection coatings. With modern nano
polymers it adds extra shine and protection to your paint too. Spray it
on with a pressure washer and Snow Blow Cannon, leave to dwell and
spray rinse off. It’s a very appealing way to safely clean your car as well
as being super fun! Check out our video guide: ”How to give snow
jobs” on our website.

#BOCANNON

BEST WITH: Snow Job

#BOSNOW, 2 litres

BEST WITH: Snow Blow Cannon

WATCH
VIDEO
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www.bowdensown.com.au/how-to-snow-foam

THE SAFE WASHING SYSTEM
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT

STEP ONE

ADAPTER

Swivel to unclip the trigger
connection on the lance
so you can add different
attachments to it.

FOR YOUR CANNON
SNOW BLOW CANNON

WASHER
The Snow BlowPRESSURE
Cannon is a great
detailing ADAPTER
tool we custom made for
Snow Blow
Cannon
fit a wide
range of pressure
washers
withfirst
the right
adapters.
snow Our
foaming
our
carscan
with
a pressure
washer.
The
question
These adapters fit lots of different machines. If you’re unsure it will fit,
everyone asks us is “will the cannon fit my brand pressure washer”.
measure your fitting/connection to see if it’s the same:
And the good news is that the answer is just about always a yes!
13

STEP TWO
Visually compare
and measure up your
connection from the chart
of our 9 adapters.

22

13

Karcher K Series
BOADAPTER1

22

13

Nilfisk / Alto Quick Release
(used together)

Karcher Pro HD / HDS
M22 Female

Kranzle
M22 Male

BOADAPTER2

BOADAPTER3

13

STEP THREE

BOADAPTER4

It screws tightly into the
1/4” thread extension of
the cannon.

12
24.6
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12

9.5

9.5

14

13.3

13.3

14
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17

23.3

14

12
19

19.6

12

24.5

13.6

7.5

13

24.5

13

¼”Quick Connect
Male Fitting

Old BOSCH AQT
FAIP

BOADAPTER5

BOADAPTER6

Gerni / Kew / Stihl
Alto / Nilfisk Professional
BOADAPTER7

Lavor /
Ryobi #1
BOADAPTER8

24.6

Black & Decker /
Ryobi #2 /New BOSCH AQT
AR Blue
BOADAPTER9

ALL MEASUREMENTS IN MM

All measurements in mm

Visit our website Exterior Products page, click on the Snow Blow
Cannon and then ‘How To Use’ tab to find the full in depth article on
choosing your adapter.
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STEP FOUR
Connect the cannon
to your lance. Visit our
website under Exterior
Products in the ‘How To
Use Section’ of our Snow
Cannon.

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN
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AUTO BODY GEL

WAX WASH

A rich and more pure formula
for those who want the safest
wash for their car. Made for
frequent washing on all paint
surfaces, including matte
finishes. Like ALL our washes it
contains rust inhibiting agents
and UV protectants, doesn’t
leave streaks, (ideal if you have
to wash in the sun). It’s also
pH neutral to be gentle on your
hands and won’t strip off quality
waxes and sealants. Has NO
harmful silicones, phosphates or
corrosive salt, which is great for
your car and the environment.

Made for time poor or lazy
enthusiasts. We always thought
wash and wax products were very
gimmicky and not much chop, so
we set our chemists off to make
one that actually works. This is a
more naturally formulated wash,
that uses real T1 grade carnauba
to help give a great shine and
added protection while you wash.

#BOABG, 500mL

#BOWW2L, 2 litres

BEST WITH: Shagtastic Wash Pad, Muffy
and Love Glove

BEST WITH: Shagtastic Wash Pad, Muffy
and Love Glove

TIP
Create an awesome dense and
lubricating banana milkshake
suds mixture by agitating with your
pressure washer in the bucket.
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NANOLICIOUS WASH
#BONANO 500mL and
#BONANO2L 2 litres

We sat down with our chemists
and worked out the ingredients
to make our dream wash. This
nanotechnology based protectant
wash hits every button, with thick
and super slippery suds, salt
free, pH neutral, biodegradable
and strong cleaning power.
Creates protection and repairs
hydrophobic nano based sealants
and coatings as you wash. Took
us over a year to develop, to be
the best wash you will ever use.
BEST WITH: Shagtastic Wash Pad, Muffy
and Love Glove

AFTER GLOW
#BOGLOW, 500mL

Perfected over the last two years
with nearly 90 formula revisions,
After Glow is now ready! This is
an amazing drying aid for perfect
spot-free drying on paint, glass,
chrome and plastics. It’s one of
the easiest protective products
you will ever use, that leaves a
slippery smooth, long lasting
hydrophobic protective coating
and an amazing shine that will
leave a goofy, satisfied look on
your face after the job’s all done.
BEST WITH: Big Softie

EXTERIOR CAR CARE
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THE THREE BUCKET SYSTEM

GRIT GUARD

BUCKET LID

Created for our Safe Wash System, these dedicated 15 litre buckets are
a part of our process to get the safest clean of any car, truck or bike.
Easily identifiable for a three bucket wash technique, when combined
with Grit Guards they will dramatically reduce the chance of grit and
grime creating micro scratches or swirls in your paint.

The Grit Guard is an important
part of our new modern wash
system. Made to fit perfectly in
the bottom of our buckets, it
allows dirt and grit to settle on
the base of the bucket, away
from your washing tools.

We like lids for our buckets,
so we made this one to safely
seal your washing gear in our
buckets, away from any dirt
and dust between washes. It
turns the bucket into a seat and
stackable on top of each other.
Can be used as a huge man
sized frisbee, a large sized food
plate for when kicked out of the
house, and a great serving tray
for when you need more than
one refreshing beverage after
detailing your pride and joy.

#BOBRINSE, #BOBWASH and #BOBWHEELS

WASH AND RINSE - Use these two buckets with Grit Guards to make
washing super safe. As you wash, simply rinse the grit and grime out
of your Muffy Sponge, Shagtastic Wash Pad or Love Glove mitt into the
Rinse bucket before putting it back into your Wash Bucket. It’s a very
simple system that keeps your wash water clean and free of damaging
grit and grime.
WHEELS BUCKET - This separate bucket is purpose made for the dirty
job of washing your wheels. Just fill with water and a double dose of
your favourite wash to clean your wheels with its suds and a dedicated
wheel brush set.
WATCH
VIDEO

WATCH OUR SAFE WASH SYSTEM VIDEO
http://www.bowdensown.com.au/guides/car-washing-guide
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#BOGG

#BOBLID

It further helps reduce the
chance of micro scratches and
swirls appearing in your paint.
The base fins are designed to
reduce water swirling, so the
grit stays under the grate when
agitated and unlike some other
guards, it does not float either!

BEST WITH: All Buckets

BEST WITH: All Buckets

EXTERIOR CAR CARE
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WHY DO I NEED TO CLAY?
Our clay bars and towels are a fast and easy way to help prepare your
paint before applying a cleanser, wax or sealant. Made to safely remove
stronger embedded contaminates and grime from your paint and glass,
that normal washing won’t budge. They create a beautiful smooth
surface so the Paint Cleanse and Restore works better and allows
our Carnauba Waxes and Fully Slick sealant to protect your paint for
longer. Use them whenever your paint feels rough, or before you paint
cleanse and wax.
All clay towels and bars use a super fine abrasive in them, making it
important to use a good lubricant like our Boss Gloss, Nanolicious
Wash or Wax Wash with them, so they glide over the surface, rather
than touch it and create micro marring.

HOW THE CLAY PRODUCTS WORK
Gently wipe over the lubricated surface to safely remove bonded contaminants.
Use one of our lubricants
and wipe with clay product...

to easily leave your paint
as smooth as glass!

CLEAR COAT
PAINT
3 BIG DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
CLAY BARS AND TOWELS
Clay Towels have 6 x the surface area, so they are literally 6 x
as fast to use as a Clay Bar.
If you drop a Clay Towel you can wipe the rubber clean, not
throw it away like you must with a Clay Bar.
Clay Bars are great for tighter, intricate areas, like around
door handles, bonnet scoops, grills or side mirrors.

WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU

FINE CLAY BAR

CLAY TOWEL
FINE & MEDIUM

#BOFCB

BOCTOWF – Fine, BOCTOWM - Medium

Our new Clay Towel re-writes
the rule book in the way it
quickly and safely removes above
surface contaminants like: old
bugs, embedded dirt, metal
particles, paint oxidisation and
paint overspray through the use
of advanced polymerised rubber
technology. This new material is
remarkably faster and easier to
use than the traditional clay bars
as well. We have two grades,
a Fine Grade for frequent use
on well looked after cars and a
Medium Grade for occasional use
on more contaminated paint.

A quick and easy alternative to
damaging cut and polish products.
Removes harmful dirt, tree sap,
bugs and paint overspray, leaving
a beautiful smooth finish. 2 reusable bars suitable for paint,
glass, chrome and fibreglass.
MUST always be used with a
lubricant; use our Boss Gloss,
Fully Slick or the Nanolicious or
Wax Wash car washes.
BEST WITH: Boss Gloss, Nanolicious
Wash, Wax Wash

BEST WITH: Boss Gloss, Nanolicious
Wash, Wax Wash

TIP: FINE CLAY BAR AND CLAY TOWEL
Use our Fine Clay Bar or our Fine Grade Clay Towel on
windscreens for a smooth, more effective wiper action.

PAINT PREPARATION
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PAINT CLEANSE &
RESTORE

CARNAUBA BODY
WAX

A great modern alternative to
damaging hand polishes for
restoring the shine to dull paint.
No harsh abrasives or polishes
so you won’t get swirl marks.
Removes light oxidisation,
blemishes, dirt and old wax with
no risk of damage. Provides a
great surface for our protective
Carnauba Body Wax to adhere to
and smells bloody great too!

Our famous easy-to-use
carnauba wax gives your car
a brilliant showroom shine,
whilst providing much needed
protection. Enhances depth
and colours on acrylics, older
enamels and the latest clear
coats. No abrasives or harmful
silicones and this new formula
never dries white on any plastic
trims. Contains UV protectants
to prevent oxidisation, perfect for
Australia’s harsh climate.

#BOABC, 500mL

BEST WITH: Circle Work, Big Softie

#BOABW, 500mL

BEST WITH: Circle Work, Big Softie

LAZY WAX

FULLY SLICK

We love carnauba wax for the
lovely warm glow and extra depth
it creates, something no synthetic
product has ever been able to
match. So while our chemists
were creating the protective
synthetic Fully Slick spray, we
also had them working on this
naturally based spray wax. If you
have dark or vibrant coloured
paint and want a genuine spray
wax that‘s easy to use, then you’ll
LOVE this lovely natural creation.

Our most protective detailing
spray, to create a beautiful slick
showroom shine in the fastest
way possible. With advanced
polymers it seals and creates
great UV protection and bead
porn water repellency, that
lasts for multiple washes. High
lubricity formula encapsulates
dirt particles to reduce any
chance of micro scratching. We
use this between waxes to boost
protection to all our drive cars.
It’s really great gear!

#BOLAZY, 750mL

BEST WITH: The Drop Bear

#BOFS, 750mL

BEST WITH: The Drop Bear

TIP: AWESOME PROTECTION
You only need to clay, cleanse and then wax once a year. Seal the waxes shine
in by applying Fully Slick 3 to 4 hours after waxing. Then regularly maintain
after each wash with the Fully Slick spray or the new After Glow drying aid.
These layer on top of each other to give a great boost of shine and protection.
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BOSS GLOSS

CLEAN DETAIL

BUGGER OFF

TA TA TAR

This awesome multi use detailing
spray is for car lovers who
desire a super fast and stunning
shine. With the formula leaning
towards creating greater shine
and lower level of protection, it’s
easier to use and ideal for the
garage queens or to quickly use
before a car show. Its awesome
lubrication reduces the chance
of micro scratches and makes
it great for the Clay Bars and
Towels, as well as the drying aid
for the Big Green Sucker drying
towel.

We made this for quick and
easy cleaning. The silicone free
formula is more focused on safe
and smear free cleaning of light
dirt, fingerprints, fresh water
spots, bird droppings and tree
sap from all paint, plastic glass
and chrome. The anti-static
additives repel dust which we find
is perfect for bikes. It’s our go to
spray for matte finishes as well.

A must have for any road trip, to
quickly clean paint damaging,
kamikaze bug splatter. Unique
enzymes in its powerful citrus
based formula break down bugs
fast, so they can be wiped off
with ease. Safe for all paints,
headlights, grills, plastic trim
and it leaves a clean, residue free
finish. Also pH balanced to be
easy on quality waxes. Use with
our De Bugger microfibre cloth
for the easiest ever bug cleaning.

A powerful mix that targets
stubborn tar and grime. Safe
on paint, chrome, alloy, glass,
wheels and most plastics.
Instantly dissolves tar deposits,
removes grease as well as heavy
oil smears. Fast and easy to use,
just spray on and wipe or hose
off. No hard rubbing required.
Thick liquid formula is effective
on vertical surfaces.

#BOBOSS, 750mL

#BOABD, 750mL

BEST WITH: Big Softie

#BOBO, 500mL

#BOBT, 500mL

BEST WITH: Dirty Deeds

BEST WITH: De Bugger Cloth

BEST WITH: The Big Green Sucker,
Drop Bear
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STEP ONE

WHEELY
CLEAN IN

JUST A FEW
MINUTES

Spray Wheely Clean onto
the wheel in a sweeping
motion to achieve a good
even coverage.

STEP TWO
Leave to dwell for a minute
as the Wheely Clean turns
purple, gently dissolving
dust and grime. Dirtier
wheels may need a quick
scrub.

STEP THREE
Rinse the wheels clean
with a strong stream of
water, for best results use
a pressure washer.

WHEELY CLEAN – NEW LESS PONGY
FORMULA*
#BOWHC, 500mL

It took us 9 years to develop an all Aussie formula that performs and is
as effective as this. pH balanced, non-acidic, corrosive or caustic, it’s
epic for high performance and European cars with heavy brake dust
issues. The unique chemical reaction safely dissolves brake dust and
grime to a water soluble complex which simply hoses off. Safe and
quick to use on all wheel types, just spray on, quickly scrub and hose
off. *Low pong version coming in summer 2017.
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STEP FOUR
Now that’s a

rim-markably,
mag-nificent,
Wheely Clean rim!

EXTERIOR CAR CARE
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ORANGE AGENT

TYRE SHEEN

This citrus based cleaning agent is awesome for hundreds of uses in
and around your car, truck or bike. Use it for quick engine cleaning,
degreasing, silicone removal, cleaning wheels and tyres, deep cleaning
heavy grime from leather and vinyl as well as removing sunscreen,
makeup or sticky residue on interiors. Uniquely pH balanced, it won’t
etch or dull polished metals and is safe for paint, glass, chrome, plastic
trims, vinyl and modern leathers. By far our most versatile detailing
product.

Our long lasting and water resistant Tyre Sheen provides a beautiful
natural sheen that won’t ﬂing all over your car on the ﬁrst drive. Quick
drying, easy to use and won’t affect painted, chromed, polished or
alloy wheels. Cleans away browning on tyres, just spray onto a sponge
applicator and wipe around the tyre. Is safe for your OEM white wall
tyres and smells like jam doughnuts.

#BOAO, 500mL

#BOTS, 500mL

BEST WITH: Dirty Deeds

TIP: NEW LOOKING TYRES
Use Orange Agent to clean your tyres before applying the Tyre Sheen, so it
lasts even longer and gives you that lovely new tyre look.
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VINYL REVIVAL

SUBLIME CLEAN

METAL POLISH

A silicone free exterior
protectant, for vinyl, plastic
and rubber. With water and
UV resistance, it protects,
enriches and revives vinyl roofs,
ute tonneaus, car bras, bike
and boat seats, bimini tops,
black plastic trim and rubber
mats. Stops premature aging,
cracking, greying and chalking.
pH balanced and safe for long
term use, including on stitching.
Leaves a new, mid-sheen finish
that’s not greasy or slippery.

Deep cleans exterior fabrics and
vinyl. Quickly removes tough
grease, oil, dirt, old silicone
dressings, mould and mildew
from both fabric and vinyl.
Safe for vinyl or fabric/canvas
convertible tops, ute tonneaus,
vinyl roofs, boat seats, bimini
covers, bike seats. Bleach
free, pH balanced and easy to
use. Rinses off easy, leaving
no residue. It’s also ideal to use
before the Vinyl Revival.

Our world class Metal Polish
is something we are extremely
proud of. Gives a brilliant mirror
shine with minimal effort. Is
perfect for all alloy, stainless
and magnesium auto, bike, boat
or truck parts. Has a new liquid
formula to be easier for machine
and hand polishing. Safe for
chrome too – just wipe on and
off, sealing the metal for a long
lasting shine.

#BOSLC, 500mL

#BOVREV, 500mL

BEST WITH: Dirty Deeds , Square Bear

RUBBER OFF

#BOMP, 250mL

#BORUB, 750mL

Our family loves car racing, so
over the course of last year we
had Chris Bowden and his main
spanner turner Jason developing
this rubber removing spray over
a full race season. It quickly
removes the rubber marks from
your race car and is water based
to be safe for paint, vinyl wraps
and headlights. We’ve got it that
good now, that it’s like crack
cocaine for any race mechanics!

BEST WITH: Dirty Deeds
BEST WITH: Dirty Deeds

BEST WITH: Dirty Deeds, Square Bear,
Plush Daddy
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LOVE AND PROTECTION
FOR ALL YOUR

LEATHER
TRADITIONAL

Oil Based

NEW
Water Based

BEFORE

AFTER

Traditional oil based
products cannot penetrate
modern polyurethane
leathers, they seal the
surface and dry it out. Our
water based technology
allows leather to breathe
and rehydrate, keeping it
looking and feeling like new.

Leather Love is a safe, but
still very effective cleaner as
you can see on this seat that
is half cleaned.

LEATHER LOVE

LEATHER GUARD

After years of extensive research,
we created this professional
leather cleaner and conditioner.
Made for modern coated leather,
with a unique pH neutral,
water based formula that will
keep your leather looking and
feeling like new. Non greasy or
slippery ﬁnish, with no damaging
silicone or solvents. Deep and
gentle cleaning power, with
UV protectants to help prevent
colour fade and ageing. It
restores the satin sheen ﬁnish
and rich leather aroma like it
was when new. Caring for your
leather has never been easier.

Works with the Leather Love as
a complete leather care system.
Made to protect against wear and
abrasion to your leather, as you
hop in and out of the car. Also
aids in the prevention of stains
from liquid spills and sweat.
Designed to be used with every
second application of Leather
Love. It is not greasy or slippery,
and contains no silicone or
solvents in its formula. It is also
pH neutral and biodegradable.

#BOLL, 500mL

#BOLG, 500mL

BEST WITH: Square Bear, Plush Daddy

Read in depth on how to really care for your leather by visiting:

www.bowdensown.com.au/leather-care-blog
WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU

BEST WITH: Square Bear, Plush Daddy

TIP: LEATHER
This leather care is great
for new leather lounges too.

INTERIOR CAR CARE
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NAKED GLASS

VINYL CARE

FABRA CADABRA

PONG-GO

The best just got better! Our
new formula is for perfect glass,
mirrors and chrome. A better
non-streaking formula, with
advanced tint-safe cleaning
agents that remove haze and
grime fast, while keeping it
cleaner for longer. Spray into our
Big Softie microfibre cloth, apply
to glass and turn cloth to wipe
clean. Gives a perfectly clear
finish every time.

The ultimate silicone free
cleaner and protectant for your
interior vinyl, plastic and rubber.
Non-greasy and non-slip it’s
ideal for steering wheels and
ﬂoor mats. Water based, no
solvents, biodegradable, with
UV protectants to prevent colour
fade. Anti-microbial additives
inhibit bacteria.

Our magic cleaner for interior
fabric. An innovative, deep
cleaning formula to gently
remove dirt, oil and stains.
Safe for all cloth interiors
including modern alcantra and
ultra-suede, carpet and hood
linings. No harsh solvents or
foam cleaners. Fresh fragrance
deodorises and removes odours
as it cleans. Advanced colour safe
ingredients actually rejuvenate
colour.

Removes stubborn odours from
your car, boat, caravan or home.
Eliminates foul mould, smoke,
food, beer, smelly mates or
pets, car sickness, sweat and
even old prawn smells. It’s not
just a masking deodoriser, with
the latest technology it actually
captures and neutralises the
smell, leaving a nice fresh scent
in their place.

#BONG, 500mL

#BOVC, 500mL

BEST WITH: Square Bear, Plush Daddy

BEST WITH: Big Softie

WHY SILICONE FREE

#BOFAB, 500mL

#BOPGO, 500mL

BEST WITH: Square Bear, Plush Daddy

Silicones are no fun for vinyl and plastic; they’re greasy,
attract dust, accelerate UV and heat damage that leads to
premature surface failure.
WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU
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WHY OUR

MICRO
FIBRE?

Not all microfibre is the same. Seeing
the huge amount of cheap and nasty
cloths flooding the marketplace
we embarked on a huge test and
development binge to create a range
of the highest quality cloths. They are
all purpose specific, to get you the
best possible results with our car care
products.
Make sure you check out the
co-companions for each specialty
microfibre

MICRO-SOFT

EDGES
AND NO 		

CORNERS
Our microfibre has special micro-soft
edges to help recess the stitching so
it won’t scratch delicate surfaces,
likewise we rounded the corners to
eliminate any joins as well. All part
of our mission to have the safest and
highest quality cloths you can get.

MACHINE WASHABLE
These cloths are all reusable and can
be machine washed as well as put in
the dryer, bringing them back like new
for many years of great detailing.

SHAGTASTIC
WASH PAD

THE BIG GREEN
SUCKER

#BOSHAG

#BOSUCKER

We developed this funky wash
pad with some equally fussy
enthusiasts and pro detailers, to
give safe/ scratch free washing
that’s easier and faster than
ever before. The Shagtastic
uses a plush blend of deep pile
microfibres to give a zen-like
clean, safely removing the funk
and grime particles from your
paint, suspending them in the
material until rinsed out, helping
prevent annoying swirl marks on
your precious baby. No tripping, it
will blow your mind.

The super luxurious absorbent
drying towel for all car and
microfibre lovers that literally
sucks water into its fibres, so
you can dry in half the time!
Developed in close collaboration
with some fussy professional
detailers to be the fastest
and most effective tool for
drying. Its thick, soft and plush
weave is the most absorbent
microfibre we have ever found
and is exceptional at minimising
errant dirt and grit missed while
washing from scratching your
car. Holds 2 and half litres of
water in its fibres, that’s some
serious sucking! 1000 GSM, 40
x 70cm.

BEST WITH: All of our washes

BEST WITH: Boss Gloss

WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU
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THE GENTLEST TOUCH

DOWNUNDER

MUFFY SPONGE

- WITH NEW SOFTER EDGES
#BOMUFF

Muffy is the ultimate washing accessory guaranteed to deliver the most
pleasurable cleaning experience. Designed for the fussy car lover,
it combines the best features from top shelf sponges and mitts. The
open ended short pile microfibre makes it easy to rinse out dirt and the
ergonomic shape minimises muscle fatigue. This new Muffy is lint free,
machine washable and non-scratching with long lasting mesh sides to
increase suds and water absorption.
BEST WITH: All of our washes

THE LOVE GLOVE
#BOWM

A super soft wash mitt that is
both safe and luxurious. The ultra
microfibre uses a very short nap
weave, minimising the risk of small
particles being trapped in the weave
and scratching the duco as happens
with many sponges. Exceptional
cleaning with ultra microﬁbre and a
special water draining inner material,
so you do not suffer from washing
fatigue. Machine washable, but easily
cleaned after each wash under a
hose. One size fits all thanks to its
high quality elastic trim. You will love
our glove!

MICROFIBRE
CHAMOIS
RANGE

DE BUGGER
CLOTH
#BODEBUG

#BOC, 60x35cm #BOSSC, 71x50cm

We wanted the best chamois on
the planet and our tests have
shown this new ultra absorbent
microﬁbre chamois material will
out-perform any PVA, synthetic
or natural leather chamois.
Leaves a beautiful streak free
finish, does not grip onto your
paint, so it’s both easy to use
and won’t strip your cars wax
protection away.
Available in two sizes, the Little
Ripper at a traditional 60 x 35cm,
then we have the favourite of
many professional detailers or
hard core enthusiasts, the Big
Bugger at 71 x 50cm.

For fast, easy and safe cleaning
of annoying kamikaze bug
strikes. Safe on all paint and
plastic surfaces, this new
textured diamond weave material
has serious cleaning power. It
will be your travel companion for
years of road trips ahead. Use to
best effect with the new Bugger
Off bug removal spray. 300 GSM
40 x 50cm.
BEST WITH: Bugger Off

WHAT’S GSM?
This is the density of the
cloth, the higher the GSM
the thicker and more
plush it is to use on more
delicate surfaces.

BEST WITH: All of our washes

WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU
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CIRCLE WORK

BIG SOFTIE

THE DROP BEAR

DIRTY DEEDS

We custom made this applicator
mitt after our experiences in
detailing many thousands of cars.
It’s the right size and snuggly
fits your hand for great control
and no fear of dropping, thanks
to the new elastic backing.
Uses the ideal microfibre, with
non-scratch edging and good
supporting foam inside to ensure
you don’t get any finger pressure
points. Makes all cleansing,
polishing and waxing easier,
while giving you that perfect
finish. Two different coloured
edges available to separate use
with different products; blue or
gulf orange. 15cm round.

A super effective quality
microfibre cloth made with
feather soft ultra microfibre,
ideal for removing wax, cleanser,
polish, detailing sprays and glass
cleaners from delicate surfaces.
Our new micro-soft edges allow
a perfect finish without scratches
and swirls! Two sided - low pile
for removing cleansers, waxes
and polishes - plush pile for glass
cleaners, detailing sprays, spray
waxes and that final gentle buff.
Two different coloured edges
available to separate use with
different products; blue or gulf
orange. 330GSM 40 x 50cm.

100% genuine synthesised Drop
Bear fur, renowned as one of the
finest pelts in the world. Ideal for
the final wipe down/removal of
quality waxes, detailing sprays
and spray waxes. Reduces the
time to get a perfect finish
thanks to its super soft, deep and
absorbent weave. An amazing
960 GSM single pelt fur (not two
cloths sewn together) that is a
very generous 34 x 45cm in size.

A very useful 2 cloth pack,
created for all the dirtier jobs
around your car and bike. Wheel
cleaning, door jambs, engine
detailing and metal polishing
become a lot easier with this
tight weave microfibre design
for ultimate cleaning power.
Its darker colour helps with
the inevitable staining. We find
playing AC/DC while using it
helps make it faster as well.
These cloths are strong so they
can do the dirty deeds for years
to come. 310 GSM 40 x 50cm.

#BOAMY (orange) #BOAMP (blue)

#BOBCY (orange) #BOBCP (blue)

BEST WITH: Paint Cleanse & Restore &
Carnauba Body Wax

#BODBEAR

#BODD

BEST WITH: Carnauba Body Wax, Fully
Slick, Lazy Wax & Boss Gloss

BEST WITH: Orange Agent, Rubber Off,
Vinyl Revival, Sublime Clean & Ta Ta Tar

BEST WITH: Paint Cleanse & Restore,
Carnauba Body Wax, Fully Slick, Boss
Gloss, Naked Glass, Lazy Wax, Clean
Detail & After Glow

WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU
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SQUARE BEAR

PLUSH DADDY

Created for application of
leather, vinyl and fabric car care
products. Saves you time, as
you won’t have overspray going
everywhere. Low absorbency so
your product goes a long way,
great for dashes, doors and
seats! A soft density sponge,
rolls over all uneven surfaces,
and removes finger pressure
points. Strong and durable
construction, yet safe on delicate
interior surfaces. Use with our
Plush Daddy interior cloth.

Remarkable dual sided cloth
for cleaning your interior easier
and faster. Super soft long pile
side lures in dust for fast interior
wipe downs. Low pile side for
perfect leather and vinyl care
product removal. Safe on clear
instrument plastics, glossy
finishes and carbon accented
parts. Lint free, so you won’t be
looking at any fine hairs as you
drive. Use the Daddy with our
Square Bear applicator. 330GSM,
40x40 cm.

#BOSBEAR

#BODADDY

BEST WITH: Vinyl Care, Leather Love,
Leather Guard, Fabra Cadabra, Sublime
Clean & Vinyl Revival

BEST WITH: Vinyl Care, Leather Love,
Leather Guard & Fabra Cadabra

WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU

GREEN CLEAN
GLASS CLOTH

MICROFIBRE WASH
#BOMWASH, 1 litre

#BOGC

NO SPRAY NEEDED! Cleans
glass fast without having to use
sprays, handy to have in your
car´s glovebox. Ideal for vinyl
haze build up which occurs in
most new cars. Cleans off pesky
marks made by kids’ ﬁngers and
dog noses. Will not scratch and
is safe to use on tinted windows.
New updated material, even
easier to use and less drag on
glass. Machine wash regularly
for long lasting performance. 280
GSM, 40x40cm.

Restores the softness and
absorbency to your microfibre.
Specially created by our chemists
to target wax, polish, cleanser
and all the other detailing
chemicals that get bonded into
your cloths. It gently dissolves
them in the wash, crucially
leaving no residue in the fibres,
so your cloths keep performing
like new. It’s a super concentrate
that’s compatible with all front
and top loading machines.
BEST WITH: Our complete microfibre
range

MICROFIBRE RANGE
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DEMOS AND DAYS

LEARN THE CAR CARE TECHNIQUES FROM
THE GUYS WHO MAKE AND USE IT!
Hosted by Bowden’s Own Car Care founder Dan Bowden and his equally
passionate team, these events are great for those who would like a more
personal and in depth instruction on using our great car care products.
We’ll get you detailing more efficiently and show you how to get the
best possible results utilising our best professional tricks and tips. If
you are new to our range, or have been using our gear for a long time,
you’ll love our simple techniques for using our products as a complete
car care system.
The Detailing Demos are a concise demonstration of our range, held at
our great supporting retail stores all over the country. And the bigger
Detailing Days are a more in depth workshop that we hold at our Warana
HQ on Qld’s lovely Sunshine Coast. For more information about the
Detailing Demos or Days check out the Events Page on our website.
We also have our online car care guides with great articles and videos
for you to access at any time: www.bowdensown.com.au/how-to-use/
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AUSTRALIAN MADE
AND OWNED

We are a proud Australian family company, who strongly believe in our
nation’s manufacturing skills.
There are too many imported products flooding our nation’s shelves,
killing off Australian jobs as they send their profits back to their
parent company overseas. Since we began over 15 years ago, we have
sourced the best local research chemists to ensure we have the finest
quality formulas to be manufactured and bottled in our Brisbane based
factories.
Proudly Australian made, family owned and fanatical creators of
exceptional car care products - that’s a pretty good summary of
Bowden’s Own.

STAY IN TOUCH

Get our monthly newsletters with the latest car care releases, tips, and
the events we will be going to. Subscribe to it on our website front page:

WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU
We always update our website with articles, guides and new products,
plus share everything that’s happening on our social media pages, so
feel free to connect with us there.
If you have any car care questions please call us on 1800 351 308, email
info@bowdensown.com.au or ask the question on our Facebook page:
Bowden’s Own Detailers.

WWW.BOWDENSOWN.COM.AU

EXTRA INFORMATION

